Volunteers such as Bushwalking Victoria’s Joe van Beek play a significant role in the health of the
Australian Alps Walking Track. Their appreciation of the landscape is transferred into on-the-ground
maintenance, helping others to experience being in these spaces.

OUR MOUNTAIN TRACK - UPDATES
655 km long, the Australian Alps Walking Track snakes across the Alps from Walhalla in
Victoria to Namadi in the ACT. Some walk it from end to end, in one go or in stages.
Many use it to get to specific parts of the Alps, often without knowing they’re actually on
a section of the iconic trail. Keeping it open and safe falls to three parks agencies – Act
Parks, NSW Parks and Parks Victoria as well as DELWP*. It’s also their job to be on the
look-out for ways to improve the experience for visitors and make the Track as robust as
possible in an environment routinely impacted by fire and water. What follows is a
snapshot of what’s been happening lately on several sections of the Track…
*the Victorian Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning

New steps along a new alignment: much thought and effort goes into the Australian Alps Walking Track
as well as ‘side-steps’ like the beautifully crafted Mt Tennent summit track in the ACT.

MT TENNENT: POST-FIRE TWEAKS
“We’re all aware of how fire impacts on the landscape. We accept that and work with
it.” So says Wade Young, a ranger-in-charge at Namadgi National Park, where –
depending on how you tackle it – walkers often take their first or final step on or off the
Australian Alps Walking Track. To keep the Track defined and safe, parks maintenance
is typically delivered to the ACT section of the Track via a ranger-defined scheduled
program and a dedicated team of field officers on the ground.
And then there was the fire event of 2020. Routine scheduling no longer had relevance given
what parks staff were now facing. “After the fire it was almost like we were back to step one of
building a track, especially since we’d also had rainfall. With the trees lying everywhere, steps
burnt out and sediment washed across, post fire it was difficult even to find the Track.”
Standard post-fire recovery protocols quickly kicked in: step one was to re-locate the track and
make it safe for auditors and quick-fix maintenance teams. And then something interesting
happened: an opportunity was spotted to shake things up a little on the Track, a way to rebuild
differently, especially on Namadgi’s Mount Tennent.

Over the next two years a great deal was to take place, funded by various sources and pulled
together in a way that maximised the opportunity to make more of the result than just a
recovery. The result is brilliant and it’s thanks to: agency staff who know the park well; the
expertise called in to get the type of input necessary to lift this moment past a minimum
replacement like-for-like; and the extra hands that arrived via the pandemic. Wade explains.

Post fire auditing – in this case Bridge Two on the Australian Alps Walking Track near Mt Tennent –
showing the value of rebuilding in metal and stone.

“To achieve immediate stabilisation we were given a dedicated team of unskilled labour
through Jobs for Canberra which was set up in response to the bushfires and COVID. These
people were put through a few days training with professional track builders before they went
out with experienced leaders to clear burnt vegetation, rebuild steps and drainage with what
was closest to hand. The initial aim was to make the Track safe and easy to follow so it could
be re-opened.”

The Job’s for Canberra crew working to make the track safe and the area open as fast as possible to the
public.

“While this has happening, funding was being sourced to support a closer look at the assets
that had been impacted by the fires and work out a more sustainable way to rebuild.” This is

where the experts were brought in. Working with agency staff who know the landscape (there
have been many skilled hands maintaining it over the years), together they planned, sought
approvals then delivered a much improved and fire-buffered Track. The objective is summed
up by the collective team’s mantra – build back better – and it’s been achieved in various
ways, but these two hacks stand out. Knowing future fires will burn wooden steps, the new
steps have been constructed of stone sourced from beside the track – 450 steps which took
three months to build. Again, knowing that the rain which falls on a post fire landscape will
scour a track, the steep section that leads up to the top of Mount Tennent has been completely
realigned to follow a gentler contour to minimise future erosion.

Building back, better led to a realigned track at Mt Tennent: this skilled crew worked for three months to
put in hundreds of rock steps. The result should better withstand future fires, washouts. Oh, and it’s
beautiful.

As future-proofing goes, these are good moves and they’ve even brought something more to
the Track. “The newly aligned Mount Tennent summit trail has opened up sensational views
out towards the east and the Tinderry Mountains: we’ve been getting rave reviews. As well as
this, because the alignment took advantage of the rock shelf, the track looks very natural
crossing over the rock platforms.”
The finishing touches – not that a track is ever done and dusted – include cutting back the
recent booming regrowth which followed a wet spring and summer, and the installation of
metal track markers positioned at decision points along the way.

One thing Wade and the team may need to address in future is the width of the Track. “We
didn’t anticipate its popularity and the fact that people have been walking in groups. So we’ll be
looking at widening the Track, especially at choke points.”

The new alignment reveals views out towards the east.

WHAT FIRE OFTEN LEAVES BEHIND
+ without plants to hold the soil in place, even ordinary rainfall gains superpowers and can
bank up silt deposits where they’re not wanted;
+ hot fires can kill off the microflora and fauna in the soil making it as hard as a car park and
just as hydrophobic;
+ when building tracks, it’s pays to keep future fire in mind: timber is the least robust material;
metal is a better option though hot fires can warp and melt it; stone is the best long term
option.

THE VOLUNTEER CREW
Managing a national park means you never get to the end of your to do list. There is always a
section, a project, something that’s waiting for enough spare, hands-on hours to become
available. Most land managers would probably agree that their staff numbers and resources
often don’t stretch far enough to tackle items that sit too far down the to-do list. Which is where
- drum roll - volunteers come in. What follows is an example of a recent project that was picked
up and sorted by volunteers: an overgrown section of the Australian Alps Walking Track that
runs close to the Mitta Mitta River near Taylors Crossing in Victoria’s Alpine National Park.
Let’s have Park’s Victoria’s Jarrod Bowd start the story, telling it from his viewpoint as Ranger
Team Leader, Omeo & Buchan Valley.
“I had an email from Joe van Beek, last June, which wasn’t unexpected as we’d been talking at
a recent Alps program forum. He is part of the Bushwalking Victoria track maintenance team –
BTAC – which had offered to target a section of the walking track. Having previously seen how
BTAC works, we had a high degree of confidence in what they could do. Straight away we
thought of the Taylors Crossing section of the Track. It was an offer too good to refuse.”
The seven kilometres that were handed over to the BTAC team had been left au naturel for a
significant stretch. No-one knows exactly why – Jarrod guesses that it may have had
something to do with the area being heavy infested with English Broom (Cytisus scoparius), a
weed that eats up maintenance hours to control. So maybe to contain the Broom’s spread,

walkers (and their seed dispersing boots) were directed to bypass the threat by walking along
a nearby road. At first glance it seems a reasonable solution given walkers could enjoy a
steady grade and some nice views out over farmland, but for those who walk the Track to be in
nature, something was being lost. Having the BTAC team clear and re-open this old section
would allow walkers to stay in the ‘wild’ and experience spectacular natural views of the
meanderings of the Mitta Mitta river backed by steep bush-clad slopes.

For four or so days, volunteers call a base camp like this home. The day starts and ends here; hours are
spent giving something back to much-valued landscapes.

“We went through the usual protocols to set the team up: giving them access to register the
works and details of the crew; having discussions about the scope of the works and identifying
the risks associated with these; and confirming our assessment of the capability of the team. In
this case deploying the BTAC team would put no stress on staff numbers as they were fit,
skilled and experienced in managing aspects like work party safety, fatigue and hydration. We
could be working elsewhere knowing they would arrive on site with their fully equipped trailer
and instructions from us in hand.”

Janine and Greg Passlow and the loppers they’ve wielded while working on clearing the Track.

So confident were the Parks Victoria staff, that they not only supplied the BTAC team with the
yellow track markers, but trusted them to position them. This may not seem significant, but to
those in the know, striking a balance when marking a track isn’t easy. You don’t want someone
to look for more than a minute for a marker, but you don’t want the Track to look like a runway.
“You want to catch sight of a marker up ahead with the arrow angled just so, to indicate the
bend in the Track.”

Claire Luxford brings her experience to the nuance business of marking the Track – a responsibility
that’s taken very seriously even though it looks easy enough to execute.

It has taken two sessions for the BTAC teams to get those seven kilometres up to scratch and
open, and there’s a good chance one more visit will be made to install some new weed control
stations. Because now that the Track is open, people will be walking through a weedy area,
and without some boot hygiene going on (see below) there’s a good chance the English Broom
could hop on board and go for a ride to establish itself in other clean areas of the park.
But for now, BTAC has handed Jarrod a summary of the job just completed (with
recommendations for ongoing maintenance), something you’d expect from this well-organised,
skilled and professional volunteer team. It’s sincere praise when Jarrod states that, “They’ve
recaptured and improved what is now an excellent section of the AAWT." Which is just what
the BTAC’s team was aiming to achieve: this and more. Joe van Beek describes some of the
drives behind volunteering to join a BTAC team. “Many people simply like to be out in these
environments. Others value the objective, the feeling of satisfaction that they’ve achieved
something worthwhile, that they’ve enhanced and given something back.” Many of the BTAC

volunteers are AAWT end-to-enders and have joined for that very reason. For others it is the
love of outdoor activities and the developing and sharing of skills.

Volunteer John Green has the skills and experience to cut a step in fallen timber, complete with a safety
grip surface.

As for the work itself, Joe points to the importance of bringing this section of the Track back
into use. “Whether this section of the Track was made during mining days or more recently,
someone went to the trouble to bench it – to cut it into the hill. So while we worked to define
the Track for use, we’re also working on it so that it can be easily found again in post-fire
regrowth after a future fire event. And then there is the overarching philosophy that drives this
work, one that’s shared by parks staff and volunteers alike, voiced by Joe: “The more people
that are aware of the natural environment, the more people are willing to protect it.”
As for how the volunteers teams work, BTAC-seasoned project leaders like Joe take the
following approach: they mix up the skillsets and levels of experience so that the teams are
safe, effective and everyone finds a role to play. Ticketed chainsaw operators cut and clear the
fallen timber while others brushcut the scrubby undergrowth or use hedge trimmers and
handtools. There are enough breaks and the working day ends with plenty of time to settle
back and enjoy a communal dinner at base camp in a picturesque setting. It’s a good approach
and it achieves results – in this case a defined and refreshed track and a varied, enjoyable
experience for the volunteers.
GOOD BUREAUCRACY:Take it as a given that parks agency staff respect the environments
they manage. So too do the members of many organisations that seek out natural places –
for example 4WD, horse riding and bushwalking clubs. Which is why staff and members of
these clubs often work together to protect and maintain these landscapes. Take, for example,
bushwalkers in Victoria. These people are likely to be members of one of over 60 clubs that
sit under a tidy umbrella known as Bushwalking Victoria (BWV). This organisation has a
board with members that also sit on the state’s Bushwalking Advisory Committee, which is
directly hooked into the relevant government Minister. And hey presto!: via just two
bureaucratic steps, Victorian bushwalkers speak directly with the people who make key
decisions. BWV also offers practical on-ground support via teams of volunteers deployed by
one of its operational offshoots, Bushwalking Tracks and Conservation (BTAC). Whether it’s
advice to the Minister, or work on the ground, the model works efficiently in Victoria to
achieve the end goal, to help protect and maintain Victoria’s natural areas and help people to
gain an appreciation of the value of these places simply by walking through them. Anyone
interested to know more about bushwalking or volunteering: email
tracks@bushwalkingvictoria.org.au

BOOT HYGIENE: To cut back on weeds that are spread by human feet, why not devise a
nifty boot cleaning station, to be installed in strategic sweet spots to catch the weed seeds?
That’s the plan, and Jarrod is currently at the fact finding and discussions stage. If you have
an existing set up that works a treat – why not share your joy and email him to let him know.
Watch this space for updates.

PAUL AND TOM ARE NOW THE FASTEST
It’s official. The FKT (fastest known time) for walking the entire Australian Alps Walking Track
has been reset. ACT bushwalkers Paul Cuthbert and Tom Bartlett (that’s the euphoric pair
below), have covered the 681.2 kilometres in a record 10 days, 23 hours and 14 minutes.
Given most people take somewhere between four to seven weeks to make the same journey
(with an elevation gain of 28,777metres), this is an astonishing result. Congratulating the pair,
Australian Alps Program Manager Rob Gibbs points out, “These guys weren’t stopping to smell
or enjoy the alpine daisies or billy buttons.” If you’re now thinking of tackling all or any section
of the AAWT, do plenty of research, planning and preparation. Many sections of the route
shouldn’t be taken lightly due to the terrain, exposure to weather and their remote nature.

TELL US YOUR STORY: We’re always on the lookout for stories to share. If you live, work or volunteer in
the Australian Alps, everyone’s interested in what’s been happening in your patch. A new approach to landscape
rehabilitation? Balancing pest species? Better signage? New skill-sharing? Equipment? Unusual projects?
Contact the editor, Rob Gibbs: Rob.Gibbs@environment.nsw.gov.au

SUBSCRIBE: WWW.THEAUSTRALIANALPSNATIONALPARKS.ORG
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